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Prototype Changes 



Participants

McDavis
- Stanford Frosh
- science, art, poetry
- spent summers 

playing soccer

Maria
- HS Senior
- marine biology & 

photography
- spent summer in 

Wishbone program

Andrew
- HS Sophomore 
- spent summer 

debating  and 
running cross-
country

Abel
- HS Junior 
- is learning C
- enjoys sciences



Test Context

Tests run on iPhone
Recorded via webcam
Tests run in person & via Skype 
Locations
- Aspire East Palo Alto Charter School 

(EPAPA)
- Stanford University
- Narbonne High School



Procedures

 
introduction

app
expectations role in study consent

form demo

logout questions free 
responsethree tasks



 Professions Quiz  Find Opportunity     Write a Review

Tasks 



Test Measures

 
All 3 Tasks

# of wrong clicks
# of questions asked aloud
# of significant pauses

Professions Quiz
task one

- time to find quiz  page
- time for completing 

quiz

Find Opportunity
task two

- time to find opportunities 
page

- time browsing before click 
“add to my programs”

Write a Review
task three

- time to add review



Tech Tweaks

Content Critiques

Potential Purposes

Clearer location indicators, error validation, intuitive icons, more 
clickability on the home page, perhaps a tagging system

Richer career descriptions, requirements for opportunities, 
more defined paths from HS to career (colleges and majors)

View expanding rather vs narrowing, path modification as 
interests change, users blaze own trail rather than follow others 

established paths

What Did We Learn?



Clearer icons so students can easily find 
and explore opportunities and don’t 

constantly log themselves out

Tech Tweaks: More 
Intuitive Icons

Many 
accidental 
logouts

Magnifying glass 
doesn’t reflect 
“Opportunities”

No indication 
of what tab 
you’re on



Home page should let you access 
content you’ve stored

Tech Tweaks: Easier 
access to content

Currently, 
none of 
these are 
clickable



Program pages so discuss how a 
program contributes to your overall 

goals and what prerequisites are 
required

Content Critiques: 
Richer program 

descriptions Add 
prerequisites, 
potentially to 
icons

Currently, 
descriptions 
are shallow



Rather than filtering options or 
narrowing based on quiz, use quiz to 

explore interests

Potential Purposes: 
Quiz built to explore

Answers might 
change over 
time given new 
info

Really hard 
question to 
answer



Switching Frameworks

Polishing Visuals and Interactions

Refining Purpose

Thinking ahead to the future, both for our product and our skillset

Making the app easier to navigate

Changing the paradigm of how students define their path

Summary





Quantitative (average) Qualitative

wrong clicks: 3
questions asked aloud: 1
significant pauses: 0
time to find quiz page: 8 seconds
time for completing quiz: 1 minute

I like...
quiz length
“unsure” option
thinking about future

I wish...
questions assessing personality
more specific questions
more relevant results according to interests

Appendix: Results - take a professions quiz



Appendix: Results - Write Review
Quantitative (average) Qualitative

wrong clicks: 2
questions asked aloud: 1 
significant pauses: 0
time to add review: 7 seconds

I like...
free form writing
reading qualitative reviews from peers

I wish...
reddit-like forum 
FAQs on programs
the reviews were screened to assure they were real



Appendix: Results - Find Opportunity
Quantitative (average) Qualitative

wrong clicks: 3
questions asked aloud: 2
significant pauses: 0
time to find opportunities page: 6s 
“add to my programs”: 7 seconds

I like...
scrolling to find results
easily visible info on page

I wish...
search by location or tags
recommended opportunities based on quiz results
see requirements before opening
captivating pictures for opportunities


